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To all achon, it may corcó) in

ationsame
of any
group of such mecha lists at
Be it known that I, JoHN A. WESER, a the
time.
citizen of the United States, residing in the Still another feature of the invention coin
borough of Manhattan of the city of New sists
in the provision of means wherely it. ()
York, in the State of New York, have in becomes
to effect, through the (per
vented certain new and useful Improve ation of possible
otherwise
pneumatic' coll
ments in Mechanical Musical Instruments, trolling devices, a ordinary
gradual crescendo 31 a.
of which the following is a specification, gradual
diminuendo, such pneumatic con
reference being had to the accompanying trolling devices,
especially those which vary 3 5
O drawings, forming a part hereof.
the position of the hammer rest-rail, having
This invention relates to mechanical nausi acted
rapidly heretofore so that, in wholly
cal instruments the operation of which is automatic
instruments especially, it has lot
controlled automatically by a perforated been
practicable
to make the cresce it, or
music sheet, and in which the controlling
5 and playing mechanism is enbodied in the diminuendo so gradual as it slotild le.
Other features of the invention will be
same casing with the Inusical instrument referred
and the invention will be fully
itself, as in a player piano, or forms sepa explainedtohereinafter
reference to the
rate and detachable mechanism, as in a line accompanying drawingswith
in
which
chanical piano player. The invention has trated as embodied and in whichit is illus
been developed with particular reference to Figure 1 is a view in front elevation of a
instruments of these kinds in which provi player
piano to which the invention is ap
sion is made for the automatic control of plied, the
front casing being removed and
the expression, as by special perforations in Solue
parts,
which alre not necessary to an
the music sheet; but it will be obvious, as
25 this description proceeds, that some, at least, understanding of the present invention, loe S O
omitted. Fig. 2 is a detail view illus
of the features of the invention are capable ing
trating
the combination of the music sheet
of useful application in subordination to
device with the tracker board.
hand operated controlling or regulating de perforating
Fig.
3
is
a
detail
view in section on the plane
vices and without reference to purely auto
30 matic controlling devices. In accordance indicated by the line 3-3 of Fig. 2, looking S5
the direction of the arrows. Fig. 4 is
with the invention, in two other applications ain top
of a portion of the controlling
filed on April 3, 1913, Serial Nos. T58,587 devicesview
shown
in Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a view
and 758,5SS, are shown and described de in front elevation
of the parts shown in
vices which may or may not be used in con
35 junction with the present improvements and Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a view, partly in end ele 90
Vation and partly in Section on the plane in
which relate respectively to an auxiliary dicated
by the line 6-6 of Fig. 5, of the
perforating device and an expression device parts shown
Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a view in
whereby the air tension in the main wind section on thein plane
indicated by the line
way may be varied at the Will of the oper
40 ator. Again, the controlling or regulating 7-7 of Fig. 5. Fig. S is a top view of an
part of the controlling devices. Fig.
mechanisms are so constructed and arranged 9other
is
a
view in front elevation of the parts
that their operations are initiated by small, shown in
Fig. S. Fig. 10 is a view in section
single perforations in the music sheet and on the plane
indicated by the line 10-10
likewise terminated by small, single per of Fig. S, a pipe
unio)) also being indicated.
45 forations,
so that the fernation in the music Fig. 11 is a detail
view in front elevation
sheet of long, continuous holes or of a long ; illustrating
the
improved
controlling
series of small holes close together, is avoided devices. Fig. 12 is a detailtempo
view
of the rod
together with the weakening of the music shown in Fig. 11 and its connections.
sheet and the interference with proper track. i:3 is a view, partly in end elevation Fig.
ing which result from the long, continuous partly in section, on the plane indicatedandby
holes and the series of small holes close to
line 13-13 of Fig. 14, of the devices
gethe'. The controlling or regulating mech the
for
controlling
of the hamler
anisms are also constructed and arranged in rest rail. Fig. 14theismovement
a
view
in
front
elevation
ch lane!' that while the operation of of the parts shown in fig. 13. Fig.
15 is
: one of such mechanisms ray be initiated a view in section on the piane indicated lio
gly, it is also possible to initiate the oper by the line 15-15 of Fig. 13. Fig. 16 is a
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sy

tion, whether the operation of the instru
ment is to be wholly automatic or is to be
controlled, in part at least, by the per
Such means are shown in a suit
and a view in side elevation of devices for former.
and convenient form in Figs. 1, 2 and 70
controlling the vacuum pressure. Fig. 20 able
in which there is shown pivoted to the
is a general, diagrammatic view indicating 3,frame
of the tracker box, near each end
the
relations
and
connections
of
some
of
the
thereof,
6 which carries
controlling and act'aating devices.
Y
a' abyspring
which lever
side perforations
may bea
For the purpose of illustration and ex punch
made in the music
sheet atintheforming
will of the
the 75
planation of the character of the invention, performer.
For
facility
it is shown in the drawings as embodied in additional side perforations, the punch (;'
a player piano of well known type, which is arranged to cosperate with holes in the
has, in substantially usual arrangement and tracker board and preferably, in order to
relation, as shown in Fig. 1, an outer casing prevent the entrace into the vacuum sys
a, a supporting fraine worka', finger keys tem
the small bits of paper punched out,
a, hammers a, a movable hammer-rest-rail withofspecial
6, shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
a to vary the throw of the hammel's, To insure holes
accuracy
the addi
main or reservoir bellows, indicated gen tionai side perforationsin soplacing
that
they
shall
erally at a, which may be operated by the register with the ports in the tracker board,
feat of the performer through pedals a”. the lever is provided with a guide pin 6° to 3.&
su gimentary feeder bellows a which may coöperate with a gage plate 6, provided
as operated by a suitable motor, indicated with gage holes c, and preferably pivoted
at a, when the instrument is to be wholly upon
of the tracker box so iai. 90
automatic, player pneumatics, the casing it maythebeframe
turned
up out of the way, 3s
and
support
of
which
is
indicated
at
a',
and
s
shown
at
the
left
hand
in Fig. 2, or {
a tracker box a", all with their usual con down into operative position,
sho
nections and operating substantially as the right hand in Said figure. asThe
guide
or as set forth in Letters Patent of
pin
c
is
longer
than
the
punch
c'
&c
that
Jnited States No. 923,225, dated June the& guide pin mayW be introduced
SOCLC2C into the 95
39
),
&8.
the punch c” is permitted
The operation of the piayer pneumatics guide holethebefore
paper.
is determined, as usual, by the coöperation to ittouch
be obvious that the combin:tious
if a perforated music sheet b (Figs. 2 and with will
the
tracker
of ineans fol' inaking OO
3) notated in the usual inlanine, with a in the music sheetboxadditional
board t (see Figs. i. 2, 3 and 20), at the will of the performer, perforations,
for the pur
suci tracker board having ports d' connect pose of regulating the expi'ession
&c. will
ed with the player pneumatics. The tracker be
of
great
advantage,
even
in
connection
board is also provided with ports) by with controlling and actuating devices as
which is determined the operation of pneu heretofore arianged, but in view of the 05
4. matic controlling devices, by which, in fact that through carelesstless an additional
turn, is determined the operation of various side perforation might sometimes be
operating devices which regulate the wind wrongly placed in the music sheet and of
ressure, ille movement of the hammer rest
fact that after experiment the per 0
::iii, tie speed and direction of movement the
former
may desire to modify in some re
of
the
II:
Elsie
sheet,
&c.,
all
of
such
operating
4 is
spect
the
effect which he has
devices being necessary features of a wholly previously expression
and in view of the de
automatic instrument, while some of then sirability ofproduced
long openings or a
are necessary or desirable features of non long successionavoiding
of
Sinall
close to .
automatic instruments, he operation of gether in the music sheetopenings
and
therefore
of
which is at least partly under the control initiating the operation of any particular
of the performer. The music sheet is pro expression device by one small perforation
vided with so callied side perforations for and of tel'hinating it by another small per
cosperation with the limited number of foration,
it has been fold desirable, in con 20
ports i' at the ends of the tracker board nection with
the perforating means, to pro
b', through which the operation of these va vide controlling
devices of such a character
S
rious éxpression
devices is initiated. The
the effect of the epeiation of any of
coniections from the additional or expres that
controlling devices can be terminated
sion ports b° will be fully explained hereil such
time after it is initiated, thirough
after, so far as they are involved in the athe any
proper
of another perforation 125
present invention, but consideration will be in the musicplacing
sheet,
Ol' can be neutralized
giveia first, to the means whereby the per immediately, before any
is produced,
former is enabled to make in the music through the placing of aeffect
perforation
in or
sheet, at will, whatever side perforations
hear the
same
transverse
line
with
that
are necessary to produce any desired ef which
may have beeri wrongly placed. The k
fects in the perforgiance of any composi

top edge view of the bellows shown in Figs.
13 and 14. Figs. 17, 18 and 19 are respec
tively a top view, a view in front elevation

V.

loss,ooo

construction and arrangement of the con
trolling devices which permits such results
to be secured will now be described, par
ticular reference being had to Figs. 1, 4-10

and 20, in which such devices are illus
The end ports b°, which coöperate with
the side perforations in the music sheet, are
connected, as usual, with the primaries of
10 the controlling devices, or, it may be, of the
operating devices, such primaries being
placed with reference to their respective
secondaries in any convenient manner, be
ing grouped separately from the secondaries
5 or in the same structure therewith as may be
trated.

most
convenient. The first right hand hole
b' at the left hand end of the tracker board

20

b', for example, is shown as connected by a
d located in a block d, with other primaries,

tube d' (see Figs. 8 and 20) with a primary
all of which have a common connection with

the vacuum system, as by a tube d*. The
primary d" is in turn connected by a tube
d' with a secondary e in a group of sec
25 ondaries in a common block or boxe with a
cuinnon connection e^ to the vacuum sys
tem. In like manner, the second hole from
the right of the same group of holes b is
shown
as connected by a tube d with a
80 primary d' of the group d, which in turn
is connected with another secondary of the
group e. The third hole of the same group
of holes l is shown as connected by a tube
d° with a union d*, which is connected by
35 two separate tubes with two separate pri
maries of the group d, so that a single per
foration in the music sheet may in this man
ner be made to initiate the operation of two
operating devices.
w
40
in order to avoid confusion no attempt
has been made in the drawings to illustrate
the connéctions, all the way through, from
all of the holes b8 of the tracker board to
the respective operating devices, the opera
45 tion of which is initiated through such holes,
it being obvious that suitable connections
will be made from the holes b° to the pri
maries d and from the primaries d to th
secondaries e.
50
Each of the secondaries e, in the construc
tion shown, is made substantially like a
primary, the atmospheric pressure being ad
mitted by the corresponding primary d. be
low
the diaphragm et upon which rests a
SS plunger e'. The latter acts upon a short
arm e?" which projects from a pivoted valve
e', pressed by a spring e° against the face
of a board 69 and arranged to cover or un
cover
a port e” in such board so as to admit
60 or exclude atmospheric pressure to or from

port e”. The conduit e? may also be con
nected with a push button or other valve
under the control of the performer, as also
described hereinafter, so that the operation
of such operating device may be controlled
by the performer as well as automatically
by the music sheet.
The means just described provide for in
itiating the operation of the operating de
vices under the controi of the music sheet.
The means for terminating the operation of
such devices will now be described. As will

be observed, the valves et are moved to ope)
the ports e° by the secondaries . The
valves e** are not moved in either direction by
springs and therefore remain in the posi.
tion to which they are moved by the sec
ondaries, e, with the ports e open, until they
are restored to their initial position, clos
ing the ports e', by an independent laster
device, the operation of which is also con
trolled by the music sheet. Upon the board
e°, on which the valves e°4 are mounted,
there is also mounted a sliding bar f which
earries pins f' to coilerate l'espectively with
the valves c' and, through the movement of
the bar f to restore to initial position such

8.,

90

of the valves is as have been moved from

their initial positions by the means already
described. The bar f is connected by a link
f' with the movable member of a bellows f8,
normally expanded by a suitable spring f".
The connection of the bellows f with the

vacuum system is controlled by a secondary
f, of usual construction, shown clearly in
Fig. 7, and the secondary it is in turn con
trolled by a primary f, shown as mounted
in the box e and connected with the vacuuin
system. Admission of atmospheric pres
sure under the diaphragm of the primary
f is controlled by the music sheet through
one of the holes 8 in the tracker board and
a tube f" which may form a direct connection
between the proper hole b in the tracker
board and the primary 1. Therefore, when
ever a termination perforation in the Inlasic
sheet should register with the corresponding
duct in the tracker board the operation of

the master device or bellows f is initiated
and all of the valves e' which are it (if
normal position are immediately resi i red to
normal position, thereby terminating the o
eration of all the operating devices which
have theretofore beel) in operatin, that is
in operative position. if the perforation in
the music sheet which initiates the operation
of the bellows f' is in or near the same trans
verse line as a perforation which otherwise
would initiate the operation of some one or
more
of the other operating devices, the op
a conduit e's formed in the board. Each of eration of such other operating devices will
the conduits e° is connected with an operat not be initiated since the bellows or operat

65

8

ing device as hereinafter described, Sc that ing means f, which restores the waives e?
the operation of such operating device is to
position, is more powerful than
controlled by the opening or closing of the thenormal
secondaries of the box e. which tend to

OC

5

2)

25

s2.
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whereby the corresponding op
novel the valves e from normal position, tion to means
device may be controllied by the per
It will, therefore, be seen that the effect, of erating
independently of the music sheet ()i',
any side perforation which may have been former
will presently appear, by St. The their de
wrongly placed in the music sheet is tier as
independentiy of the music sheet.
by naking a perforation for com vice,
The
a shown af, the rig
in linication 3ith the clows is in or sili of Fig. secondary
6, which operates the waive
stantially in line these, rith.
trol the port 6' of the passage g” witi,
order that, the valves et may also be which
tube 7 is connected, is itself co
lilief the control of the perfor liner a me Ei'olled,thethrough
is loy it correspond
clailical connection to the side bar f is pro ing prinlaiy aoftube
the
finally board (, as
Yiled, is shown in figs, 1 and 5, the slide represented in Fig. 20, and
operation of the
coirected through a link: f', iel
; : li feing
i
d' is initiated Fili)igi, a connec
(i'ank i' aid rod f \Sith a bell crial fi liiinally
to the corresponding dict (ii the tracker
'':licit is placed for operation by the tion
board by the registration of a perforation in
&
the music; sheet. in the minor already de
Eiich of the passag
scrile.
ail operating (ievic
shown. ii), doited in as at the
a silitable inion, as indicated in Fig. 5. {{ it'leof passage
Fig. 6 is corrected by a ille i, with
with two or more operating devices, so the chanier
of a diaphragin i? in the 8:
that the operation of such devices is con block 7, the back
chamber
the opposite side
trolled by the opening or closing of the of the diaphragin beingonconnected
corresponding port c'. Obviously the oper v:(linn sys 'em in the Isla in a linev,with the
ing devi
controllied in this manner, diaphra f' is the actia iiing ilrt ofhisa
may he used to perform any of the device which, when orogiri inity (peration, 9)
many dii erent factions which, in in catises the loveneni. Of he icellows 7 to he
Struise its of the character referred to, &re gradual
and therefore it he cresci: do 31'
performed eitheir y pnentatic devices (i. dimintendo,
lay the corresponding
ily the land of the performer. It is unnec ovement ofeffected
the
est-l'aii,
to be stadial,
essary, so far as the present invention is con inand
this device wift inow e described. When 9.
ceraed, to shov connections to all of Such the pneumatic (7 is caused to oei'ite, as
operating devices and therefore it has been
described, the vaclini system is
attempted to show in the present drawings hereini&fore
placed
in
commutilication
with the bellows
the connections to such devices only as are g", to collapse the same, through
either involved in the present invention or f', shown in Fig. 3, and a channela channel
i, and it,
35 serve to illustrate clearly its operation. Tak likewise,
atmospheric
pressure
is
admitted
ing first, for example, the connections shown to the bellows (7, to permit the same to ex
at the right hand end of the group of sec pand,
the pneumatic g is restored to
ondaries represented in Figs. i., 4, 5, 6 and normalwhen
position,
a citannel F.' s \ld .
20, the tuie if connected to the air passage a chamber it. Inthrough
the
biock
ei, shown in the right hand portion of Fig. a sliding valve it, which has in(7 itis a notinied
port h",
3, is connected, as shown in Figs. 13, i4, 15 which registers fully with the channel
i.
3 til 20, to the chain her below the diaphragm - when the valve his in normal position, and
R. Tinary pneumatic 7 in a block 9.
port
which register's filly with the
which directly controls, in the usual manner, achannel
h"
when
the valve is in Torinal po
a belows (79, the novable thenaber of which sition). Wher, however,
pres
is coinected by a link gi with the movable sure is admitted through atiospheric
the fibe i, he hind
its in ther-rest-rail a’, the rest-rail being nov the diaphragm i? the valve
it is oved to
alie toward the hammers, to reduce the the right in Fig. 43 so that the
channels his
throw the 'eof, when the bellows g is col and f' are partially, but not entirely,
closed,
lapsed,
and
moving
from
the
hammers,
to
30
an
adjustable
stoph
being
provided
to
limit
permit, them to have their fill throw, when
'movement of the valve it so that: Šile
the bellows is expanded, in order that the the
novelinent, of the 'est-rail toward or froin passages shall not be completely ciosed,
This partial closing of the passages i° and
the
hammer's
may
also
be
under
the
control
h' so resiricts the flow of air through the
5 of the performer, independently of the au passages, both from and to the bellows (78
totmatic operation initiated by the ismusic
that the collapsing or expanding of the bel
sheet, the air passage e' (Fig. 6) also lows,
as the case may be, is slow, The nove
connected, through a tube ?y, with a valve
of the hanner-rest-rail in either di
g conveniejitly placed for operation by the ment
rection
is therefore slow and the crescendo 25
30 performer, so that, by opening such valve, or diming endo is correspondingly gradual.
he hay admit atmospheric pressure to the The air passage to which the tube h is
pneumatic g’ independently of the music
as above described, is also con
sheet and so produce the desired movement connected,
rected by a tube it. With a valve it con
of the rest-rail. Each of the passages c', veniently
placed for operation by the per 2.30
SS in fact, may be thus provided with a coniec
V.

k
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former, so that the performer may at any turn the movable members of the two bei
time admit atmospheric pressure through, lows
and the part which is moved by them
the tubes / 10 ind h to the chamber back of to normal
after they have been
the diaphragm J. and so cause the movement shifted fromposition
their normal position by the
of the bellows 98 to be slow and the cres collapsing
of one or the other of the bellows. 70
cendo or diminuendo to be gradual, l'egard A stationary
pin k between the two springs
less of the automatic operation of the fea prevents movement
of either of the two
tures initiated by the music sheet.
springs
toward
the
other
beyond its normal
The secondary of the group e through
O which the operation of the valve h9 is con position. Admission of atmospheric pres
Stre to the tubes is and k is controlled by 75
trolled is shown in Fig. 20 as connected by their
respective valves e° which in turn are
a tube d" with the corresponding primary controlled
through the corresponding sec
and the operation of the atter is initiated ondaries e and
primaries d from the tracker
from the tracker board by a connection the board, the connection
between one of the
15 representation of which is omitted to avoid secondaries e and its corresponding
confusion, but will be readily understood. being indicated at 8° in Fig. 20. primary 3.
On the stationary member of the bellows. The movable member of one of the bel
ty is mounted a spring-pressed valve i which lows
k has an arm which engages
controls the terminal of a tube i'. An ad a rodis heor in
such manner as to move the
justable stop i* is mounted on the movable same in one direction
or the other according 85.
member of the bellows so that when the bel to the movement of the
operating bellows.
lows g is nearly collapsed the valve i will The rod is is adjustably connected,
through
be opened and atmospheric pressure will a set screw 1 and a block with
the
be
admitted
through
the
tube
i'
to
the
air
25 passage of the corresponding secondary of tempo controlling rod ('', the finger is of
the latter entering the block k as clearly 90
the group c, as shown in Fig. 20. The air shown
in Figs. 11 and 12. The tempo rod
passage of this secondary is also connected it is connected
in the usual manner with
by a tube i* with a pneumatic i, shown in the tempo controlling
being shown
. . dotted lines in Fig. 20, which controls the as so connected through valve,
a
lever
6, a verti
connection of the vacuum system with a cal rock shaft it, a bell crank k",
or 96.
small bellows i. The latter, through a suit wire , and a bell, crank i' with atherodcon
able connection, such as the link i' and lever trôlling valve indicated at 6 (see Fig. 1).
i", operates a valve, not shown, which con Relative adjustment of the rods k. and
trols
the connection of the strong wind or
35 high pressure beliows with the main wind At permits the standard tempo at which the
composition is to be performed to be deter 00
way, as set forth in the Letters Patent of mined
by the performer, while variations of
the United States above mentioned No. the tempo
can be effected automatically from
923.225, so that when the hammer-rest-rail the music sheet
through the operation of the
has been moved toward the hammers to re
. It will be understood
40 strict their throw to the fullest extent to bellows 2 and
one of the bellows expands as the other
which it is desirable to restrict the throw of that
collapses through connection thereof with
the hammers, a further diminuendo is ef the
vacuum system and that as Soon as con
fected by shutting off the strong wind or nection
of the vacuum system to one or the
high pressure and permitting the further
45 operation of the player pneumatics by the other of the bellows i*, *, is cut off, the
springs is restore the normal tempo.
.. O
weak wind or low pressure.
Still
another
operating
device
is
shown
in
The admission of air-through the tube the drawings as adapted to be controlled
to the controlling pneumatic i may be through
coöperation of the side perfora
itself controlled from the music sheet tions of the
the
sheet with the supple
through the corresponding valve e' and its mentary holesmisic
in the tracker board, this de 8.
secondary and primary, as will be under vice
being adapted to control the air pres
stood without further explanation.
sure
through opening of the bleed valve
In Fig. 20 two other connections from air opening
and the admission of air into the
passages
controlled
by
secondaries
of
the
wind-way
between the motor operated bel
55
group e are shown. One of such connec lows and the
main or reservoir bellows, as
tions, the tube k, is shown as leading to a described in said
letters Patent No. 923,225,
pneumatic k' (see Figs. 11 and 20), which with
a
consequent
reduction of the vacuum
controls a small bellows k”, connected as pressure, the opening
of such bleed valve
usual
with
the
vacuum
system.
The
other
to
a
greater
or
less
extent,
more
60
is shown as connected by a tube with a or less air into the wind-wayadmitting
and
therefore
pneumatic le" which controls an oppositely reducing more or less the vacuum which
placed bellows k". The movable members
otherwise be produced in the main or
of the two bellows are connected by a link , would
reservoir
by the continued action of
which has a pin k" standing between two the motorbellows
operated bellows. The device and
6,

springs 7:9, the function of which is to re- its connections are shown particularly in

39 .
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Figs. 1, 17, 18, 19 and 20. The bleed valve,
indicated at on, in Figs. 1, 18 and 20, has
connected to it a rod m, which has fixed
upon it a series of buttons m° and a button
m°. With each of the buttons no coöper
lates one of a corresponding series of beilov's
m", n, an and m'. These several bellows
are adapted,' when they are collapsed, to
pull down the rod m” and therefore to open
0. the bleed valve m to different degrees.
With the button in coöperates a master bei
lows ar, which lifts the rod n, and restores
the valve m to its normal or closed position
after it has been moved by any one of the
5

series of bellows. Each of the bellows in,
m, m, m. and m is controlled by a corre
"sponding secondary 72° and each of such

vices which are either involved in the inven

tion or serve as illustrations of its applica
tion, has been fully explained in connection
with the description of the construction and
arrangement thereof and no further ex
planation is necessary.
It will be understood that various other
devices,
the functions of which are welt in
derstood in the art to which this invention

f0.

in its application to the particular devices

30

relates, might be operated or the operation
thereof might be controlled or initiated
through the means which have been de
scribed in detail herein, or through similar
means, and that the invention is not limited

which have been described herein nor fo the

details of construction and arrangenient of
the various parts, devices and mech: nisiaS
secondaries m is in turn controlled through which
are involved in the invention.
a tube m by a corresponding primary m.
claim
as my invention:
20 The operation of each of the latter is initi
In a mechanical musical instrangi,
ated through a corresponding tube m', by. thei. combination
of a series of operating de
the registration of one of the side perfora vices, a series of controlling
devices severally
tions of the music sheet with one of the cor connected
there
with,
a
master
controlling
responding holes in the tracker board.
device
relatively
more
powerful
the 90
Reference has been made hereinbefore to series of controlling devices, meansthan
25
whereby
the possibility of initiating the operation of the controlling devices of said series are re
any group or combination of controiling or turned to normal position by the operation
regulating mechanisms, means whereby the
the "master controlling device, means to
operation of any one of such mechanisms, of
initiate
the operation of said controlling de
30 singly, may be' initiated through the move vices singly, independent means to initiate
ment of one or any of the valves e' having
operation of a group of said controlling
been described. In Figs. 1, 4, 5, 6 and 20 the
are also shown. the means first above re devices, and means to initiate the operation
controlling device.
ferred to whereby the operation of any group of 2.theInmaster
a
mechanical
insical instrument, CO
35 or combination of such mechanisms may be the combination of a series of valves, a series
initiated without interfering with the initia of pneumatic devices to siift said valves
tion of the operation of each mechanism severally in one direction, a bellows and
singly. On the board e° is mounted an op operative connections for shifting a group
erating bellows n, the connection of which of said valves in the same direction and de 05
40. with the vacuum system is controlled, in the vices for initiating automatically the opera
construction shown, through a secondary n, tion of said pneumatic; devices and of said
connected by a tube n° with the primary belows.
board d, from which suitable connection is 3. In a mechanical musical instrument,
made
in the usual manner to one of the side the combination of a series of valves, a series 10
(5 perforations of the tracker board. The of pneumatic devices to shift said valves;
movable member of the bellows n is con
in one direction, a beilows and
nected by a link n' with a sliding bar in severally
connections for shifting a group
mounted in a suitable guide-way in the operative
said valves in the same direction, a hei
board e° and provided with pins as n°, suit of
lows and operative connections for shifting S
50 ably placed for coöperation with such of the
of said valves in the opposite direction.
valves e' as it is desired to operate in a all
and
devices for initiating the operation of
The
passage
of
a
group or in combination.
said
devices and of said bellows.
properly placed perforation in the music 4. pneumatic
In a mechanical musical instrument, 20
sheet over the tracker board will therefore
the combination of a movable rest rail, an
55 finitiate the operation of the bellows an and operating bellows, lineans to restrict at will
the movement of the desired group of valves the entrancé or exit of air to or from said
e' and therefore the operation of the desired bellows, a tracker board and pneitmatic de
group of controlling or regulating mecha vices connected with the tracker board and
nisms. It will be obvious that the pins in
to control the operation of said 25
may be placed in the bar n' as desired and adapted
also that other similar bars n and operating near S.it. . a. mchanical musical instrument,
bellows n may be provided if it be desired to the5. combination
movable rest rail, an
provide for the operation of a plurality of operating bellows,ofa avalve
to restrict the en
groups, or combinations.
.
trance
or
exit
of
air
to
or
from
said bellows,
The
operation
of
each
of
the
several
de
85.
f
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a pneumatic device to actuate said valve and

In a mechanical musical instrument,
automatic means to initiate the action of the9. combination
of a movable rest rail, an
operating
bellows
connected with the vacu
6. In a mechanical musical instrument, um system, a pneumatic device for control

said neumatic device.

the combination of a movable rest rail, an
operating bellows, a valve to restrict the en
trance or exit of air to or from said bellows,
a pneumatic device to actuate said valve,
automatic means to initiate the action of
O said pneumatic device, and an independent
hand operated valve and connections to said
pneumatic device, whgreby the action of the
first
namedor by
Yalvehand.
may be initiated auto
matically
s
7. In a mechanical musical instrument,
the combination of a movable rest rail, an
operating bellows connected with the vacu
um system, a pneumatic device for control
20 ling the connection between the bellows and
the vacuum system, a valve to restrict the
connection between the bellows and the vacu
um system, and an independent pneumatic
device for shifting said valve.
8. In a mechanical musical instrument,
25
the combination of a movable rest rail, an
operating bellows connected with the vacu
um system, a pneumatic device for control
ling the connection between the bellows and
80

35

the vacuum system, a valve to restrict the
connection between the bellows and the vacu

um system, an independent pneumatic de
vice for shifting said valve, independent
pneumatic controlling devices for said pneu
matic devices and automatic means to ini
tiate the action of said controlling devices.

ling the connection between the bellows and
the vacuum system, a valve to restrict the
connection between the bellows and the vacu
um system, an independent pneumatic de
vice for shifting said valve, independent
pneumatic controlling devices for said pneu 45
matic devices and a tracker board and con
nections therefrom to said pneumatic con
trolling devices to initiate the action thereof.
10. In a mechanical musical instrument,
the combination of a vacuum system, a mov 50
able hammer-rest-rail, an operating bellows
operatively connected with said rest-rail and
itself connected with the vacuum system, a
valve to control the vacuum pressure in the
vacuum system, a pneumatic controlling de 55
vice for said valve, a pneumatic controlling
device for said operating bellows, a valve
controlling the admission of air to said last
named controlling device, and means con
trolled by the movable member of said bel 60
lows to shift said last named valve, whereby
when the rest-rail has been moved to a given
point the same expression effect is continued
by control of the vacuum pressure.
This specification signed and witnessed 65
this 21st day of March A. D., 1910.
. "
JOHN A. WESER.
Signed in the presence of CoNRAD HARRIs,
W. H. KEATING.

